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When you look at the UK Government you see many things.  

One is a Government that is intent on creating War with Russia & China. 

And the other is a Government that is carrying out covert action to commit Genocide on its own 

population & replace them with migrants of low intelligence. 

When you talk to local government Civil Servants about why they are carrying out these evil 

actions of promoting paedophilia in schools, child vaccination, adult vaccination, putting the older 

generation in Care Homes on deadly drips to die, installing 5G Radiation Grids in our Cities & 

towns. The answer is firstly, they are just doing what they are told by central government & 

secondly that they do not control any of these events as they are contracted out to Corporations. 

And so the spread of evil has contaminated all of our Civil Service who we are still paying a very 

high wage & pensions.  

The Local Civil Service County Councils also appear to control The Justice System Courts, 

Judges & The Police Force. 

And yet here we have many International Crimes Against Humanity being committed on a daily 

basis. 

One of the defences of the Medical Fascists is that the experimental Vaccines have been 

authorised by Public Health England & that people are voluntarily asking to be vaccinated. 

Mandatory vaccinations have now been stipulated by the NHS on employees & some corporate 

employers.  

People are now suffering the side effects of the dangerous vaccinations which is pushing up the 

Covid death rate and making people ill. We also have the 5G Radiation Grid beaming radiation on 

us every day.  

Radiation contamination has similar side effects to Covid 19, so if they push up the 5G Radiation 

power more people get Covid. 

Soon we will have the Death Passport & Digital Wallet to force us to Vaccinate regularly. 

So the question is, are we just going to sit and watch the people around us drop, until it’s too late? 

And are our 104 UN Controlled Socialist Sanctuary Cities going to kill us before we realise what is 

going on. 
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